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Commercial Design 

( Summary of expectations 

o=what to expect 
In this unit, you are given the opportunity to apply the 

skills that you have acquired and developed throughout 

this course of study to design and make a product of 

your choice that complies with the requirements of a 

Resistant Materials project. You are encouraged to be 

creative and adventurous in your work. Throughout 

this course you are expected to take ownership of 

all aspects of your work, and to take total control of 

your responses with your teacher as facilitator. You are 

strongly advised to target assessment criteria effectively 

in order to maximise your achievements. 

In order to reach high attainment levels, you must 

adopt a commercial design approach to your work, 

reflecting how a professional designer might deal with 

a design problem and its resolution . The choice of 

design problem should have a real commercial use in 

that it should be useful to a wider range of users and not 

simply be designed for yourself. The product should be 

designed to be commercially manufactured. This can be 

batch or mass produced, unless it has been specifically 

commissioned as a 'one-off'. 

The design problem should provide opportunities 

for a client, or user group, to have input into decision 

making at various stages of the design and make 

process. A client/user group is defined as any third 

party you identify that is referred to and that can give 

informed critical feedback at various stages throughout 

the design process. Clients/user groups do not need 

to be specialists or experts. They can be drawn from 

any relevant group of people and may include other 

students, friends or family members. 

A key feature of this unit is for you to consider issues 

related to sustainability and the impact your product 

may have on the environment. You may choose to 

design and make a sustainable product but, if you do 

not, you should still consider the issues of sustainability 

at relevant points in your designing and making 

activities. Sustainable issues could include materials 

production and selection, manufacturing processes, use 

of the product as well as its disposal or recycling . 

This unit is set and marked by your teachers, then sent 

to Edexcel for moderation (sampling and checking of 

teachers' marks). 

(2 What is a Resistant 
~aterials project? 
A Resistant Materials project requires you to work with a 

range of materials and manufacturing processes in order 

to meet specific design issues and overcome difficulties. 

At this level your project should be focused on the 

needs of a client/user group and they will have a direct 

input into the decision making at various stages of your 

project. The solution should be one which can be fully 

tested, and not a model. 

(IHow will it be assessed? 
The coursework requirement at A2 Level is a full design 

and make activity, offering you the opportunity to 

demonstrate the knowledge, skills and competencies 

that you have gained from your AS studies. A 

breakdown of each assessment criterion statement 

• 
• 
• 
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( Unit 4: Commercial Design 

will be outlined in the To be successful you will sections 

of this student book. 

Where large numbers of marks are assigned to 

assessment sections, such as design and development 

and making, these have been broken down into smaller 

sub-sections to allow clearer and easier access to marks. 

The maximum number of marks available for this unit is 90. 

·-, · __ ,_-. l -., 
Product A. Research and analysis 
design 

B. Product specification and 
make C. Design and Design 

development: 
Review 

Develop 

Communicate 

D. Planning 

E. Making: Use of 
tools and 
equipment 

Quality 

Complexity/ 
level of 
demand 

F. Testing and evaluating 

Total marks: 

4 

6 

10 

4 

10 

6 

6 

9 

16 

9 

10 

90 

Please note: It is extremely important that you sign the 

authentication statement in your Candidate Assessment 

Booklet (CAB) before your work is marked. If you do not 

authenticate your work Edexcel will give you zero credit 

for this unit. 

{Irhe coursework project folder 
This unit results in the development of an appropriate 

product supported by a design folder. The folder, 

which should include information and communication 

technology (ICT) generated images where appropriate, 

can only be submitted on A3 paper and is likely to be 

no more than 30 pages long. You can also submit your 

work electronically for moderation provided it is saved 

in a format that can be easily opened and read on any 

computer system, i.e. a PDF document . 

• • 

Your product design and make folder must be organised 

in a clear and logical manner that reflects the order of 

the assessment sections. It is important that each page 

is evidenced in the appropriate section. This will allow 

your teacher to easily mark your work and provide your 

Edexcel moderator with a clear indication of your skills 

and ability. 

i--
' ,,. • ... I. ~ ... 

I • • _::_ ~· I 

Title page with specification name and Extra page 
number, candidate name and number, 
centre name and number, title of 
project and year of submission 

Contents page Extra page 

A. Research and analysis 3-4 

B. Product specification 1-2 

C. Design and 
development: 

D. Planning 

E. Making: 

Design 

Review 

Develop 

Communicate 

Use of tools and 
equipment 

Quality 

Complexity/level 
of demand 

F. Testing and evaluating 

Bibliography 

Total pages: 

3-4 

1-2 

3-4 

(Evidenced throughout 
section) 
Working drawings 1-2 
Pictorial drawings 1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

2-3 

Extra page 

20-30 

@ ow much is it worth? 
The product design and make coursework project is worth 

60 per cent of the A2 course and 30 per cent of the overall 

full Advanced GCE. 

A2 level 60% 

Full GCE 30% 
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( Product design and make 

Getting started 

In order to get this unit started, you must first identify a 

specific need, or problem, and derive from it a detailed 

design brief. Don't forget that in this unit you must 

adopt a commercial design approach, acting like a 

professional designer. Therefore, your choice of design 

problem should have a real commercial use and involve 

a real client or specific user group. 

Your cousin has now 
grown out of his baby 
cot and his parents 
are looking for a new 
novelty themed junior 
bed. 

Your local feeder 
primary school needs 
to improve the 
reading of their Year 
3 and Year 4 students 

Your dad's company 
is looking to expand 
their range of garden 
furniture 

Client: aunt and 
uncle 
User group: cousin 

Client: headteacher/ 
teacher in charge of 
library 
User group: primary 
school students 

Client: your dad and 
other members of his 
company 

Table 4. 1 Ideas for commercial design projects 

Custom made 
bed on a novelty 
theme 

Book case/ 
display stands 

Garden seating/ 
tables/swing 
seats/hammocks 

Take a long, hard look around a primary school 

site. Identify ten aspects of the site, building or 

classroom facilities that cou ld be improved. This 

could include where students can store their wet 

coats if they have been outside in the rain , how 

teachers can disp lay the library books to encourage 

more reading, what the outside playground facilities 

are like or whether there is d isabled access into the 

buildings. 

Design brief 

To design and make a new book case display system to encourage 

the Year 3 and Year 4 students to read more and to encourage more 

borrowing of school library books. 

I intend to design a storage system to display the books more 

readily and to make them more appealing to the Year 3 and Year 4 

students. At the moment they are simply stacked on a shelf with 

all the covers turned against each other and the bright attractive 

covers are all hidden from sight. 

Clients: Mr Hill, headteacher; Ms Jenkins, teacher in charge 

of library 

User groups: Year 3 and Year 4 students and classes 

Figure 4.1 An example of an appropriate design brief 

Produce a report entitled Ten things that could 

be improved. Compile the top ten in order of the 

schoolchildren's priorities and compare these with 

your classmates, with the number one spot being 

something that potentially could be a good project. 

There are many opportunities for gaining client 

feedback throughout th is project from site staff, 

teachers and even the headteacher, as well as user 

group feedback from the students themselves. 

•• 
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(A. Research and analysis 
~marks) 
Once you have identified an appropriate need and written 

a detailed design brief, you must analyse the need in 

order to focus on the research needed to help your work 

progress. You should use a range of research strategies to 

gather useful and relevant information that will help with 

your designing and making activities. 

When gathering information, it is important that you 

are clear about what you need to find out. Research 

should be highly selective, ensuring that the information 

gathered is useful and relevant to the client/user 

group's needs which were identified and finalised during 

analysis. Research should be focused and succinct and 

Task analysis for the design of a portable BBQ 

workin envelope 

safe movement around BBQ human interaction 

what does the client want to cook on it 

SIZES 
will need to Investigate cookinpr5 

permanent welding 

allows for flat pack nuts and bolts 

under a cover slora.ee of BBQ outside 

in a shed I gara e 
what tools 

tong:s 
gas supply 

safety 
ga 

safety fmpllcatrons 
charcoal 

sustainable supply briquettes 

wood 

contain no worthless padding. Avoid downloading large 

amounts of information from the Internet, or cutting 

and pasting from catalogues and databases, without 

providing detailed annotation to explain the selected 

information. All sources must be fully acknowledged to 

avoid the risk of plagiarism. 

A good starting point for research and analysis could 

include an interview, or discussion, with the client/user 

group to establish their thoughts and preferences 

regarding the proposed product. This information 

should be used to guide your analysis and research 

activities. In the analysis, you should ensure that you 

focus closely on the identified need, avoiding any 

general statements that are of no use and could be 

applied to any design situation . 

hand cleanliness 

cleaning after use 
food hygiene 

correct temperatures for cooking 

storage of raw food before cooking 

0 
,.<. storage of rood once coo~ 

high temperatures Involved 
lockable castors 

ease of movement 

stability on uneven~ 

will withstand remperature but heavy to move 

relat:lvely eas to j oin 

dlfflcul l lo j oin in sch.ool workshop 

"/ 

, wur need, to withstand high temperatures involved 

? 
will be left outside and might rust 

ability to clean after use 

Figure 4.2 This student has explored the task in detail by analysing the key words in the form of a spider diagram 

•• 



~ ANATOMY OF A KIOSK SYSTEM 

Keyboard: A steel plate is 
placed at the bottom of the 

Product design and make ) 

Speaker: The vibrations that are made from 
the sound are collected electronically and 
transferred to real sounds in the basket, 
where the diaphragm takes them and ampli
fies them so they can be herd by the user, 
the suspension is there for when really loud 
sounds are made and lots of vibrations are 
produced. The dust cap is there to keep the 
whole product together and protected. 

Touch screen: A touch screen is 
used because it takes up less space 
on the kiosk as you do not need a 
mouse due to it being combined In 
the touch screen. It is also more ap
pealing to the user as they become 
interactive with the product. 

i 

• .,...-=-.}~~--- Power Supply- keyboard to strengthen and 
add weight to it, as the frame is 

I* air~ ,~ just made up of injection 
~-----+---------------------~ moulded high impact polysty

Materials consists of welded pow
der coated mild steel back covers 
which gives a solid frame for qual
ity and durability as the product 
will undergo regular use. A 
brushed stainless steel front 
which gives a smooth shiny sur
face which is aesthetically pleas
ing also is strong and durable 
which can stand deliberate acts of 
vandalism. 

~ The inside of an Apple Mac computer includes: 
~ • CD re-writer, 
~ • 4 hard drive bays, 

• Intel processer, L • 16GB RAM (random access memory) 

rene a rigid plastic . A sheet of 
springy rubber plates are in
side the keyboard, when 
pushed down by the keys the 
user hits as they are typing, 
these hit the circuit board un
derneath to transmit the infor
mation electronically to the 
computer. 

ll1e hopper feeds 
lhe plastic granules 
into the heated area 
where the rotating 
screw acts as a ram, 
with a strong force it 
injects the plastic 
material into the 
mould before it is 
allowed to cool 

f Figure 4.3 Using skills developed from Unit 1 to disassemble and analyse a relevant existing product 

Research could include the analysis of existing similar 

products to find out about materials, processes and 

construction methods used in commercial manufacture. 

Market research will allow you to test the viability 

of your intended product beyond the needs of the 

client/user group. Surveys, or questionnaires, should 

be designed carefully, avoiding questions that are 

general, and useless, in helping with the design process. 

A questionnaire should not be included simply for the 

sake of doing so; its use and the questions asked within 

it should be justified. 

When researching materials, components and 

processes, you should take into consideration the 

concept of sustainability so that you are able to make 

responsible and informed decisions about the impact of 

materials and resources upon the environment. 

When all information gathering has been completed, 

you should analyse your research in order to help write 

a product specification that is relevant, meaningful and 

measurable. 

To be successful you will: 

Assessment criteria A. Research and analysis 

Produce detailed analysis with most design needs 
clarified. (1 mark) 
Present selective research that focuses on the 
needs identified in the analysis. (1 mark) 

Produce limited analysis with some design needs 
clarified. (1 mark) 
Present superficial research that does not focus 
on the needs identified in the analysis. (1 mark) 

1-2 

•• 
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~Product specification (6 marks) 

It is important that you develop, and write, a detailed 

specification as it will be used throughout the design 

process to review your ideas and their development. It 

will also be used to check that the design requirements 

and client/user group needs are being satisfied. The 

specification should be used as a basis for testing 

and evaluating the completed product and any future 

modifications suggested should be referenced to 

specification criteria in order to check the success of 

your final product. 

The starting point for a successful specification should 

be after the research when essential requirements have 

been established as a result of studying the information 

gathered. You should consult with your client/user 

group to agree the specification points and to ensure 

that the criteria meet their needs. When specifying 

materials, components and processes you should 

consider sustainability and make decisions based on 

the environmental costs of extracting and processing 

the selected materials and the product manufacture, 

lifespan and disposal. 

When writing a specification, you should try to avoid a 

rambling collection of points. The specification should 

be informed by your research findings. An effective 

specification is organised logically and could be 

achieved by using sub-headings such as: 

• purpose - what is the aim or end-use of the product? 

• form - what shape/style must the product take? 

• function - what must the product specifically do? 

• user requirements - what qualities must the product 

have to make it attractive to client/user group? 

• performance requirements - what technical 

considerations need to be achieved within the product? 

• materials and components - what materials and 

components should be used to aid performance? 

• size - what physical dimensions are required? 

• safety - what factors need to be considered to make 

the product safe to use? 

• quality - how can a high-quality product be assured? 

• scale of production - how many are to be made and 

by what manufacturing processes? 

• cost - what are the considerations in determining cost? 

• • 

Each specification point should contain more than a single 

piece of information, so that each statement is fully justified 

by giving a reason for the initial point. It is not sufficient 

to say 'the material used is medium density fibreboard 

(MDF)', as this is not justified until 'because it is available in 

large flat sheets and is ideal for veneering' is added. 

Specification points should be technical and measurable 

where possible, so that testing and evaluation can be 

realistic. It is extremely important that your specification 

points are not superficial or general. 

Using the example of the garden bench design 

specification in Figure 4.4, outline the tests that 

could be made to determine whether each 

specification has been matched. This could 

include sufficient length to accommodate four 

seated people and anthropometric height for the 

average user. 

This is measurable as you could easily test how 

much space a seated person needs to occupy 

to be safe and comfortable. You can then obtain 

the minimum length of the garden bench by 

multiplying this figure by four. Anthropometric 

data charts can be referred to in order to 

determine a height suitable for the majority of 

the population (95th percentile). 

To be successful you w ill: 

Assessment criteria B. Product specification 

Compile specification points that are realistic, 
technical and measurable. (1 mark) 
Produce a specification that fully justifies points 
developed from research in consultation with a 
client/user group. (1 mark) 
Realistically consider the sustainability of relevant 
resources when developing specification points. 
(1 mark) 

Compile specification points that are realistic but 
not measurable. (1 mark) 
Produce some specification points that are 
developed from research in limited consultation with 
a client/user group, but are not justified. (1 mark) 
Superficially consider the sustainability of resources 
when developing specification points. (1 mark) 

1-3 
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Design brief 
To design and make a garden bench for the headteacher's lawn 

Client: Mr. Chamberlin, headteacher 
User group: Headteacher and parents of prospective pupils 

Product specification 
The garden bench must 

Purpose 
• Provide a safe, comfortable area on which to sit whilst looking out over the neat, well-kept school gardens. 

Fonn 
• Have a traditional style to reflect that of the Victorian buildings surrounding the gardens. 

Function 
• Provide a comfortable seating space for four people to sit on, since the headteacher takes the parents of prospective pupils into the garden area. 
• Provide a shaded hood to protect the people sitting on the bench from the sun so that they do not get burnt or too hot. 

User requirements 
Provide a stable seat which could be placed on a variety of surfaces, since there are a number of different surfaces in the garden such as grass, tarmac 
and a paved area. 

• Provide sufficient shelter from direct sunlight so that people sitting on it do not get too hot. 

Performance requirements 
• Not wobble when placed on various surfaces so that it does not become unsafe to use. 

Provide a back support to lean against so it is comfortable, because users may sit on it for some time. 
• Support the weight of four adults (maximum of 400kg evenly distributed) so it is safe to sit on without risk of it collapsing. 

Be a maximum of 420mm high, which will comfortably seat the 95th percentile. 

Materials and components 
• Be manufactured using traditional English hardwood so that it is in keeping with the window and door frames that lead onto the garden. 
• Be finished to protect the material from sunlight deterioration and from rain and wet or damp conditions. 

Size 
• Be easy to lift and move so that no injury will be caused to those moving it. 
• Be a minimum of 1.7 metres long so that it can accommodate four seated people. 

Safety 
• Not have any sharp corners or edges that could cause injury. 
• Not weigh more than SOkg, which will make it a relatively safe weight for two people to move. 

Quality 
Use materials and components (adhesives I fittings) that have been subject to British Standard testing, so that they are known to be reliable and have 
been subjected to safety standard tests. 
Be manufactured using appropriate quality control (QC) procedures in order to assure a high-quality outcome. 

Scale of production 
• Be able to be manufactured as a one-off, since only one is required by the headteacher. 
• Be able to be manufactured using efficient fabrication techniques with use of standard components where necessary. 

Cost 
• Come in on budget at £500 whilst still meeting the requirements of the client. 

Figure 4.4 A sufficiently detailed product specification that would enable a student to effectively review design ideas and test the final outcome 

•• 



( Unit 4: Commercial Design 

~Design and development 

FACTFILE: Q 

• This Design and development section carries large 

numbers of marks but is sub-divided into four 

areas - design, review, develop and communicate 

- which are explained individually to show what 

should be presented as evidence to gain marks. 

• An important feature of this section is that you 

should consider issues related to sustainability 

and the impact your product might have on the 

environment. 

Design (10 marks) 

In this section, you have the opportunity to apply you r 

design skills and the advanced knowledge of mate rials, 

....... 
:1r1 ~~~·J;-c~~~, 

~J: '1- rw.s:b'U" °"31.bS 
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PINEWOOD 

components, processes and techniques developed 

through your experience of the AS units. Design ideas 

should be produced that are realistic, workable, and 

that address the needs identified in your specification. 

Designs should be annotated and include as much 

detail as possible of materials, components, processes 

and techniques that could be used to construct each 

design idea. 

A suitable starting point for design ideas might be 

to firstly explore shape and form. These aesthetic 

considerations are the most obvious visual reference by 

which you can begin to add more detail to your design 

ideas. If you decide upon a suitable shape then you 

can begin to consider how it could be made and what 

materials and components are necessary. If you simply 

explore the aesthetics of your product, or environment, 

then you will not be able to access the higher marks. 

Remember that your ideas must be workable, so a 

sufficient degree of detail is necessary to communicate 

your intentions and test whether or not they can be 

developed further. 

Adw<. f;~:~~~~~;~:-. ...... .-.!_ 
bQ ~<d ~ 
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( Figure 4.5 A student's visual design sheets explore ideas in deta il using external stimuli for inspiration 
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Figure 4.5 A student's highly visual design sheets explore ideas in detail using external stimuli for inspiration (continued) 
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Once you and your classmates have completed a 

series of design sheets for your project: 

• Swap folders with the person next to you and 

study their designs in detail in order to carry out 

a critique of their work. 

• Make a list of things that are not communicated 

as well as they could be, for example a sketch 

may be unclear and requires additional 

annotation to explain a concept. 

• Make a list of problems that you can see with 

some of their designs, for example the material 

To be successful you will: 

Assessment criteria C. Design and development: Design 

Presel'\t alternative ideas that are realistic, 
workable and detailed. (1 mark) 
Demonstrate a detailed understanding of 
"1aterials, processes and techniques in ideas that 
are supported by research information. (1 mark) 
Address all specification points in ideas. (1 mark) 
Show dient/user group feedback. (1 mark) 

Present alternative design ideas that are realistic 
and workable. (1 mark) 
Use relevant research to produce detailed ideas. 
(1 mark) 
Address most specification points in ideas, (1 mark) 

Present alternative design ideas that are similar 1-3 
and simpllstlc. (1 mark) 
Use limited research to produce similar ideas. 
(1 mark) 
Address a limited number of spedfication points. 
(1 mark) 

Review (4 marks) 

An important part of your designing is to review 

and objectively evaluate your design ideas as they 

are produced. The comments made in reviewing 

design ideas should be based on objective, formative 

evaluation of each idea and should always be referenced 

to the specification in order to check the idea's potential 

in fulfilling your client/user group's need. It is always 

• • 

chosen may not have sufficient properties for its 

application. Suggest alternatives. 

• Politely feed back your observations using 

constructive criticism and identifying areas for 

further improvement. 

Once th is activity is complete and everyone has 

had some feedback, the necessary amendments 

should be made to your project. An activity like this 

can have a positive effect upon your project as 

feedback is coming from your friends rather than 

from your teacher. 

good practice to choose more than one idea for a 

detailed review as this gives the client/user group a 

choice of suitable outcomes. 

Pl·ease note that you should not use simple 'tick-boxes' 

when reviewing design ideas, as this is always subjective 

and worthless in evaluating ideas against a specification 

effectively. In addition, avoid simple Yes/No answers 

as they do not allow any useful decisions to be made 

when deciding whether specification points have been 

met. Remember that all specification points need to be 

justified. 

Do not feel that all of your specification points have to 

be successfully satisfied at this stage. No design is ever 

perfect first time around and that is why large amounts 

of money are used in the development of any product. 

Initial design ideas should address the majority of the 

criteria but it is at the development stage that you will 

have to ensure that all specification points are met. At 

this review stage you are simply pointing out areas for 

further development. 

As part of your review, design ideas should be discussed 

with your client/user group to ensure, through feedback, 

their suitability for their intended purpose. Information 

should be communicated through logical and well 

organised statements, using specialist technical 

vocabulary. In addition you should consider, and 

justify, some of their design decisions with reference to 

sustainability . 



Choose your best two design ideas, photocopy them 

and present them on a board for your client/user 

group to review. Prepare a short presentation of each 

idea, outlining the concept behind the idea, and be 

prepared to answer any questions that your client/user 

group may have. 

Ask your client for their opinions on both designs 

- what they like/dislike and what they would like to 

see in any future designs. It might be a good idea 

to have prepared a brief questionnaire to prompt 

the discussion and record their views. Alternatively, 

conduct an interview using a Dictaphone to record 

the conversation so that you don't miss any relevant 

information. 

To be successful you will: 

Assessment criteria C. Design and development: Review 

Present objective evaluative comments against 
most specification points that consider client/user 
group feedback. (1 mark) 
Include evaluative comments on realistic issues of 
sustainability relating to design and resources. 
(1 mark) 

Present general and subjective comments against 1-2 
some specification points. (1 mark) 
Superficially evaluate an aspect of sustainability. 
(1 mark) 

Product design and make ) 

Develop (10 marks) 

In this section, you will develop a final design 

proposal in consultation with your client/user group. 

Development of the final design proposal will give 

you the opportunity to bring together the best and 

most appropriate features of your initial design 

ideas. This refined final design proposal should not 

only meet all of the requirements of your product 

specification but also satisfy your client/user 

group needs. 

You must show the development of your design, 

demonstrating how it has changed and moved 

on from initial ideas, using the results of review/ 

evaluation and client feedback. It is not good practice 

to simply take an initial idea, make superficial or 

cosmetic changes, and then present it as a final 

developed proposal. 

You should include as much detailed information 

on all aspects of the developed design as 

possible, including technical details of materials 

and components and their selection, processes 

and techniques. This is an opportunity for you 

to demonstrate an advanced knowledge and 

understanding of design and make activities. 

Modelling should be used to test features such 

as proportions, scale, function, sub-systems, etc. 

Modelling can be achieved through the use of 

traditional materials, or 2D and/or 3D computer 

simulations. Evidence of modelling should be 

presented through clear, well-annotated 

photographs. Consultation with the client/user 

group should be evidenced in order to justify and 

clarify final design details. 

•• 
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11i!siw1 inducle 1hc: 1.111k11ow11 nature of 1h11 material, wicker, a'wull a~ th\' ~hapP 1 lnwever the nlloma11 
lrnu1 e.isy tu 11sc. ThC! heavy nallrm of thl' lit! • Mat'!~ allot of c~ fft;irt i~ used to lifl the llrl, ilnd evtln wld1 
.1 111l:<:hanisrn nfdlng this. lt Is <1111 a majnt ~n fcly ri~k. Also thl' wicker mowrial Is '.iwkw:ml' .1CT01ding 
10 tll<! dlenl. Thercfurn I wi ll nol he developing 1hf, p1orl111 1. 

lh(! 'Tr.itli tlonal' ollon1M unit hJS 1lw 1~ .1 l (•11tial lo be a lovely piece of (11mllure. The rlrawN system 
in~lu..,; pr1•vfo11sly 1ms1ru.1hle ohjPCJ< s101ahle in such ii big 111111. How"v"r the trndilional shap., .md 
~ig11 cJQC!; not conform lo 't•xp1essionisl' de.~ign 1eci11fred hy the dienl . I lmV<Jver the swade covered 
lining to lhe stornge el!'mvnls is li~ecl by 1he dienl. Ou" It> this ('Of>Ccpl nol being 'c•dl.ing' enough I 
" ill nol he develllphig this Llnli fl)rt her, 1-10\v~r, I will lake certain posi l.ive c.len1c11ts, likecl by the 
clirn1 kuvr.m l, sw.h as the •wade l ining. 

'The 'Camble' oltoman h.is .1 vt'I)' plc."lsi ng shape u11d look, ,1nd really does look like I lm•ginerL Thr· 
011wa1 the ll.ick nf 1f1~ otk•mnn Is smooth aod elegan~ with the conlour of lilt! inl.1y liehind worki 11g 
"'""· Thi' d11mt likl~ tl"' •hope .111d mal(>rials used, however, too he.wy 11,m1re uf the unit ;_., J dr.lw 
I).I( k. However, my p<'r<on.,I <•pmion ;, that 1h15 concept i.- alread1• over developed, ~nd dcvclopn11·nt 
ltieU woultl 1111! u1.11 1y," the deo; ign. HowevL>r, I wi ll mke forw,1rd sur:cc.,,;sful elemen1s Jmm this 
t nnl;l!fll, lnch1(1ini: 1J1c inlay idea and shape, Lo rnaterial •'l!<enrch and sh:ipC! develop1111:111. 

111c 1S1111b11rs1' concept ts one or real design. n1e amount of expluilalio11 in the sh,1pe nf the otloman 
~unseen 111 lhe other 4 ideas. The ~hel l idea also shows thnt thl.' storage wilhln .in onoman ro11cep1 
cloesn'I. havo ID be n traditional deqi ' ICIOx'. I Jnw<:ver the• unit is nol functional due 1(1 H's i11st.1bili ty. 
The cllen[ like< the ovcd l look and de1.1il \rl the rl~'S ign, and I persona lly lhlnk lhis clt'Sign has the 
mos1 po1e111i.il within development anti 1here(o1e !his 11t!sign Is the one l wjll take forw.1rd 10 
11<!'>-.iklp111cnt aml prCJ<lut tl<lll. 

I low•~er, the fi n.i i desi'll" ide.1 has some poi11ls which I will consider in lhe clcvdopme111 of the 
'<11 nh11r:;t' co11cep1 . I like 1he i11duslm1 of mf'tJI in the 'Orn;nr: Me1,1I' dl!Sig11 . The slr1'n!llh ol metal can 
bi' taken .rdvanlagc.> of wilhin f11rrii 1.un:, .111d should be cmrsidc11:d <..~ped~lly in the leg part of the 
ritto11w1. Al~o lhe scoring of ii cil-sig11 into 1he lid 1;oulrl !,,., usetl, :1nrl possibly an ahcrnallve for the 
inlaying or a rlrsign . 

The rlecision to co111lrnre dcvelopt11"1 \I l11to lhc 'Sunburst' h;i.s been considered alter ev;rluollng all 
lllher 4 designs. /\~ dl~C1BsecJ s11oc~sf11 I elements of the faik'tl conc.epl5 will be taken rorward to 
cn.>al~ a final produtl whc.-re ;i ll cirn1cn1s are >uccessful in form and function. 

CliClll Co111menl : ' I agree wilh lire designer here. The 'Sunburst' design holds a serious amount 
oi potential, once ii has become a functional producL All other 4 concepts lmve good poin ts 
which call helr1 in the final designing pro<'i!Ss. However, the 'sunburst' olloman shar1e and 
design has a long way before ii is lrul1• exr1rcssionis!.' 
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Option C 

The construction process for the legs of the ottoman 

The legs of the olloman will mainly for fill a non structural role, as the top of the oltoman is supported by 
the metal supports. However, their shape and look is extremely important to the overall impression the 
ottoman gives. The curves have to be smooth, but solid to achieve this. Therefore I have chosen a 
selection of 3 possible construction options which I will consider for this part of the ottoman. 

Option A is a method taken from the original design concept. This mcthntl creates the curve by using the 
CNC router to individually cut out curved sections which are then Rlued mid dowel jointed together 
horizontally. The dowels have to be included in order for stability between the individual curves. The 
CNC router will give an accurate and unvarying size between the first and final curve, creating a smoolh 
finish. However, this method has some draw backs. The shape, in this method, ie, individual curves, puts 
huge stresses on the turning point of the curve. Although the curve is not load bearing. if it does come 
under compression, it would most likely break under this method. Also, although a smooth finish would 
be produced, the joining between curves would be obvious and would harm the professional look of the 
product, which is important when considering the opinion the client expressed in the evaluation of 
ideas. He expressed that for the amount of money he is paying (£500), he wants "quality". 

Option B is a frame method, which creates the curve using periodic supports across the width of the unit. 
The frame would be constructed out of simple •1 x 1" timber, while the ends, giving the shape, would be 
cut out on the CNC router. This method, eradicates the issue of stress at the apex of the curve, mainly due 
to the lack of sturdiness the method has. However, the smoothness and continuity across the curve is 
creoted by a single piece of veneer, placed ontop of the frame. l·luwcve11 this method also has draw 
b•d". 1 he frame will be hard to construct accurately, and the slmpe ond design, would not hold much 
strength. The application or veneer over the frame, will create smocithness. However, due to the thinness 
of the veneer, the frame supports would be visible, as the veneer would become slighLly tighter over 
them. Also the single veneer layer could be ripped accidentally. 

Option C is a traditional, tried and tested laminating method. The curve will be constructed by moulding 
thin pieces of wood, including plywood and the American Black Walnut veneer around a mould. This 
mould will be constructed using the CNC router. Then, single layers of veneer and plywood will be 
applied, using PVA glue to form a laminated curve to the correct shape. To keep the shape while the 
glue is curing. rachett clamps will hold the layer.; down. This method produces a strong, and stable 
curve, which also looks good and smooth. 

Client Feedback: "Option C seems the best option producing the best final product." 

Construction Decision 
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Details on the above model. 

I produced this model in order to illustrate the problem which occur, and had 
m l)f'. overw1rn~. The model is a noss-secli<)ll of o ric of th~ IJai;k l eg~ of !he 
nllt>nlan. lhr. oril;]inal irll,'!a Wa!i fo r !he s11pports oft.he ottoman lo be Oush with 
!he Wes1.ecn l~ed Cedar. Th15 conc;epl" shown by line 1\ . However, as lh<= 
mode l derno11slra l~>s, if thc side ol a hole where to be a l. line 1\ the lid wou ld 
not open. However, line B, represents the tightest point the edge of the hole 
could be. With Line B being lhe C!(lge of a hole, the lid would clear the 
supports. 

This modal d" rr1onsU-atei.J a problem with the origi na l c<lnc!!pt of the lid. From 
this, I choru 3 optl001s wh ich would overcome the pro!Jlem, which have been 
eval11a1ed nr'• !his page. 

The interchange between the lid and the lop of the metal supports. 

The original design did not take into consideration the problem highlighted in Figure A. The problem arises 
around the radius of the hinge being producing lateral movement, which would be obstructed by the metal 
supports of the ottoman. Therefore I have researched the following three options which I will consider below. 

Option A is enlarging the holes around the metal supports which therefore allows for enough clearance for the 
lid to be lifted from it's base. The holes will be created on the 2D design and will easily be modified from !he 
original plans. However the look of the oltoman I will think will be comprimised. The look of large holes within 
the wood, seems to look like a miss calculation. Almost like a mistake has happened, and the holes are to big. 
Therefore I do not think this is a good option as the product will look "silly" and shady. 

Option B is slightly changing the design of lid so the problem does not arise. Instead of the ottoman having it's 
lid across the whole length of the unit, only part of the ottoman lid will lift up. The lifting section will be the 
middle part, which includes the inlay. This therefore means that the legs will not obstruct the lid, and therefore 
the top layer of Western Red Cedar can be fitted flush to the metal support. However, I think Lhat this does not 
look very impressive, and also means the lid is significatly weakened because of less material surrounding the 
inlay design. It also does create problems for the contruction of the inlay. This lid method, would mean that the 
inlay could not be constructed by a jig saw method which I very much favour. 

However, Option C seems to produce the best way round the problem. Option C uses a fixed plate ontop of 
the lid, giving the impression that the legs for the ottoman go throughout the product. This oplion allows for the 
lid of the ottoman to also be supported beneath by the metal supports. The plate on the lid itself can be 
created using the lathe, and will be finished to the same look as the supports below making the leg seem to 
come up through the top Cedar layer. This option allows for the original look to be comprimised the least. It 
allows for the fonn to be forfilled, wilhout the function and fonn changing the original. 

Client Comment: ' Option A, would look like a mistake had occured in construction. Option B is to 
much of a change from the original concept which I liked so much. However, Option C does allow for 
the look of the ottoman to remain the same, aswell as being a clever way around the problem. 

Construction Decision 
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Product design and make ) 

To be successful you will: 

Assessment criteria C. Design and development: Develop 

Produce a final design proposal through development that is significantly different and improved compared with any 
previous alternative design ideas. (1 mark) 
Present a final design proposal that includes technical details of materials and/or components, processes and techniques. 
(1 mark) 
Produce scale models using traditional materials or 20 and/or 30 computer simulations in order to test important aspects 
of the final design proposal against relevant design criteria. (1 mark) 
Use client/user group feedback for final modifications. (1 mark) 

Develop appropriate designs that use details from alternative design ideas to change, refine and improve the final design 4-6 
proposal. (1 mark) 
Present a final design proposal that includes some details of materials and/or components, processes and techniques. 
(1 mark) 
Use modelling using traditional materials to test some aspects of the final design proposal against relevant design criteria. 
(1 mark) 

Present development from alternative design ideas that are minor and cosmetic. (1 mark) 1-3 
Present a final design proposal that includes superficial details of materials and/or components, processes and techniques. 
(1 mark) 
Use simple models to test an aspect of the final design proposal against a design criterion. (1 mark) 

1------+--- 0 

0 0 

I Figure 4. 9 CAD drawings by a student fo r an ottoman style storage unit 
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( Unit 4: Commercial Design 

Communicate (6 marks) 

When presenting your design and development work, it 

is essential that your ideas are communicated effectively. 

Th is can be achieved in the following ways. 

Through design and development work 

You should show evidence of 'design thinking' using 

any form of effective communication that you feel is 

appropriate. However, you should try to use a range of 

skills that may include freehand sketching in 2D and 3D, cut 

and paste techniques and the use of ICT. It is important to 

demonstrate a high degree of graphical skill, which will be 

shown through the accuracy and precision of your work. 
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Figure 4.10 CAD drawing by a student showing specific detail 
dimensions to enable third-party manufacture 

I 

• • 

When using ICT, you should ensure that it is used 

appropriately rather than simply for show. For example, 

specialist computer-aided design (CAD) software to 

produce 3D rendered images is likely to be more 

appropriately used as part of development or final 

presentation, rather than for initial ideas. 

Through presentation graphics and technical drawings 

To effectively communicate final designs a range of skills 

and drawing techniques should be demonstrated, which 

could include: 

• pictorial drawings - isometric, planometric 

(axonometric), oblique and perspective drawings to 

convey a 3D representation of the product 

• working drawings - 1st or 3rd angle orthographic, 

exploded assembly and sectional drawings to convey 

technical information 

• computer generated - pictorial and working drawings, 

renderings, etc. using specialist software. 

Through the quality of written communication 

Annotation should be used to explain design details and 

convey technical information. You should make sure that 

the information is presented in a logical order that is easily 

understood. Specialist technical vocabulary should be used 

consistently and with precision. Information presented 

in this section should enable your design thinking and 

manufacturing intentions to be clearly understood by 

others and allow third-party manufacture of the final design 

proposal. 

To be successful you will: 

Assessment criteria C. Design and development: Communicate 

Use a range of communication techniques and 
media, induding ICT and computer-aided design 
{CAD), (1 mark) with precision and accuracy 
(1 mark) to convey enough detailed and 
comprehensive information to enable a third party 
to manufacture the final design proposal. (1 mark) 

Use a range of communication techniques, 
including ICT, (1 mark) with sufficient skill (1 
mark) to convey an understanding of design and 
development intentions and construction details 
of the final design proposal. (1 mark) 

1-3 



~Planning (6 marks) 

In this section, you will produce a detailed production 

plan that explains the sequence of operations carried out 

during the commercial manufacture of your product. It 

should feature appropriate commercial practices and focus 

closely upon the identified scale of production. Therefore, 

workshop practices for the production of your scale model 

or working prototype should not be described. 

A work order, or schedule, should be produced that 

illustrates the sequence of operations used during 

C-... __ T_'A_B_L_E_L_E_G_S_~) 
• Machine rough-cut oak 

sections into BOmm square 
sections 45 

Set mortise gauge to 25mm 
and score parallel to face 

edge no deeper than BOmm 
from top edge. 30 

Mark top and bottom of 
mortise from top square edge. 
Use try square and marking 
knife to cut across the grain. 

Mark waste. 
30 

Set up mortise machine 
and cut all 8 mortise joints. 
Use depth stop to ensure 

consistent depth. 45 

Rub down with belt sander 
starting with coarse grade 
belt and work through the 
grades before applying 

sanding sealer. 90 

Let sealer dry before 
taking back down with fine 

glass paper 40 

Yes 

.. 

Product design and m~ 

commercial manufacturing. This could be evidenced 

in the form of a flow chart. The work order should 

include the order of assembly of parts and components, 

featuring the necessary tools, equipment and processes 

to be used during manufacture in volumes higher than 

'one-off' production (unless the designed product is 

specifically a one-off item). 

An important part of planning is the use of time, so you 

must ensure that you consider realistic timescales and 

deadlines. Where Gantt or t ime charts are used, you 

must ensure that they are detailed, cover all aspects of 

manufacture and include achievable deadlines. 

( ___ c_R_o_s....,s_R_A_ILS _ _ ) 

t 
Machine all timber to 

80 x 50 sections. Cut two 
to 850mm long and two to 

450mm long 45 

Mark out the 8 tenons to 
match the 8 mortises using 
mortise gauge, try square 

and marking knife. 30 

Cut tenons on band saw 
and clean shoulders with 

chisel to fit mortise. 90 

Rub down with belt sander 
starting with coarse grade 
belt and work through the 

grades before applying 
sanding sealer. 90 

( ___ T_'A_B_LE,.--TO_P_~) 
+ 

Machine all planks to 35 mm 
thick. Plane edges square to 

fit and biscuit joint. 
120 

Glue with PVA and use sash 
clamps to hold together 

(DRYING TIME) 30 

Plane and sand flat, checking 
across diagonals to ensure 

true flatness. 

Apply sanding sealer and let 
dry before taking back with 

fine glass paper. 
20 

ASSEMBLE COMPONENTS 
Glue cross rails into 

legs using PVA. 
Check for square. 45 

Fix table top to frame 
using fixing plates on 

the underside. 45 

Apply 2 coats of varnish 
all over, rubbing down in 

between coats. 120 
COMPLETED DINING TABLE 

Figure 4.11 A flow chart for planning manufacture of a dining table 

•• 



( Unit 4: Commercial Design 

You should identify quality control (QC) points 

throughout the product's manufacture and describe all 

relevant quality checks used. This could be presented 

as part of a flow chart. Safety checks should also be 

included as part of planning. 

To be successful you will: 

Assessrrent criteria D. Planning 

Produce a detailed production plan that considers 
the main stages of manufacture in the correct 
sequence appropriate to the scale of production. 
(1 mark) 
Evidence realistic and achievable timescales and 
deadlines for the scale of production. (1 mark) 
Show quality and safety checks that are justified. 
(1 mark) 

Produce a production plan that considers the 
main stages of manufacture. (1 mark) 
Show reference to time and scale of production. 
(1 mark) 
Evidence superficial quality and safety checks. 
(1 mark) 

~Making 

FACTFILE: Q • ®· 

4-6 

1-3 

• The section Making carries the most marks and it 

is sub-divided into three areas: use of tools and 

equipment, quality and complexity/level of demand, 

making it easier for you to access the marks. 

• It is important that all stages of the manufacturing 

p-ocess are photographed to evidence that the 

product is complete, expertly made, well finished, 

e;:c. 

• You must ensure that photographs clearly show any 

details of advanced skills, technical content, levels 

of difficulty and complexity of construction, so that 

you can achieve the marks you deserve. 

• It is unlikely that a single photograph will be enough 

to communicate all of the information required, so it 

will be better to take a series of photographs over a 

period of time during making. 

•• 

Use of tools and equipment (9 marks) 

You shou ld demonstrate your ability to use tools and 

equipment with high levels of skill and accuracy and 

to select appropriate tools and equipment for specific 

purposes. It is important that you use a range of tools and 

equipment that allows you to fully demonstrate your skills. 

Where computer-aided manufacture (CAM) is a feature 

of your work, you should make sure that there is plenty 

of opportunity within the product's manufacture to 

demonstrate other skills and competencies t hat you 

have acquired, for example, do not over-use computer

aided manufacture (CAM). Make sure that you make the 

majority of your product/model using hand tools and the 

appropriate machinery. 

You should also work safely and be fully aware of the risks 

involved when using tools and equipment and of the 

precautions that should be taken to minimise those risks. 

Appropriate risk assessments for major practical activities 

could be recorded. Alternatively, stages where health and 

safety is important could be highlighted and explained within 

your photographic evidence of the manufacturing process. 

®· 
Unit 2.4: Health and safety and Unit 1: Making 
for the procedures for carrying out a risk assessment 

according to the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) . 

To be successful you will: 

Assessment criteria E. Making: Use of tools and equipment 

Select tools and equipment for specific uses 
independently. (1 mark) 
Use tools and equipment with precision and accuracy. 
(1 mark) 
Show a high level of safety awareness, for self and others, 
when using specific tools and equipment. (1 mark) 

Select appropriate tools and equipment with some 
guidance. (1 mark) 
Use tools and equipment with some skill and attention 
to detail. (1 mark) 
Show sufficient levels of safety awareness, for self and 
others, when using specific tools and equipment. (1 mark) 

Select general tools and equipment with guidance. (1 mark) 
Use tools and equipment with limited skill and attention 
to detail. (1 mark) 
Show a limited level of safety awareness, for self and 
others, when using specific tools and equipment. (1 mark) 

7-9 
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[ Figure 4.12 Part of a student's documentation for selecting tools and identifying health and safety issues when making 
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( Unit 4: Commercial Design 

Quality (16 marks) 

During the manufacture of your product, you should 

demonstrate your understanding of a range of 

materials and their working properties. In addition 

to t his you should be able to select and justify the 

use of materials that are appropriate to the needs of 

the product and that match the requirements of your 

product specification. When selecting materials, you 

should be able to justify your choice by referring to 

material properties and suitability for their intended use. 

The selection and use of appropriate processes and 

techniques should enable you to produce a high-quality 

final product that fully matches the final design proposal 

in all respects. 

It is important that all stages of the manufacturing 

process are photographed to evidence that the 

product is complete, expertly made, well finished, fully 

functioning, etc. For this reason you must ensure that 

photographs clearly show any details of advanced skills, 

technical content, levels of difficulty and complexity 

of construction, so that you can achieve the marks you 

deserve. 

It is unlikely that a single photograph will be enough to 

communicate all of the information required, so it will be 

better to take a series of photographs over a period of 

time during making. 

At e::ich stage in the manufacture of your product 

ensure that you have photographs of the 

components you are making. Use a digital camera, 

or a mobile phone, to take photographs that could 

then be easily downloaded onto your computer at 

school or at home to construct your pages. 

Treat this activity like a diary of making the product 

where you write up what you have achieved in each 

lesson, problems encountered and explanations of 

why you tackled tasks in the manner you decided. 

Do not leave this section until the end - you will 

have far more work to catch up on and you may 

well fail to document some important stages in the 

manufacture process . 

•• 

To be successful you will: 

Assessment criteria E. Making: Quality 

Display a detailed understanding of the working 
properties of materials used (1 mark) with 
justification for your selection. (1 mark) 
Display a justified understanding of the use of 
manufacturing processes. (1 mark) 
Produce a high-quality product (1 mark) that 
matches all aspects of the final design proposal 
(1 mark) and is fully functional. (1 mark) 

Display a good understanding of the working 
properties of materials used (1 mark) with 
relevant reasons for your selection. (1 mark) 
Display a good understanding of the use of 
relevant manufacturing processes. (1 mark) 
Produce a product that matches the final design 
proposal (1 mark) and functions adequately. 
(1 mark) 

6-10 

Display a limited understanding of the working 1-5 
properties of materials used (1 mark) with limited 
reasoning for your selection. (1 mark) 
Display a limited understanding of the use of 
manufacturing processes. (1 mark) 
Produce a product that barely matches the final 
design proposal (1 mark) and functions poorly. 
(1 mark) 

Complexity/level of demand (9 marks) 

It is important that you demonstrate demanding and 

high-level making skills in order to achieve high marks. 

For this reason it is very important that the manufacture 

of your product offers enough complexity and challenge 

to gain the maximum credit possible. 

The level of complexity of the intended product will 

already have been established through the finalisation of 

the design proposal, so it is important that you consider 

this at an early stage to maximise your potential when 

manufacturing the product. 

Try to set challenges and demands appropriate to your 

skill levels and beyond, so that you do not work within 

your 'comfort zone' and fail to achieve what you are 

actually capable of. 

Avoid producing simplistic and undemanding work 

that, however well it is manufactured using appropriate 

tools, equipment and processes, is unchal lenging. This 

approach cannot result in high levels of credit. 
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J\1111; 1 1~ lim"' whlrh I had fom·~""' oul, I un:d tho br~cuit JOtlllh1g, 
f\Jtl1l11r 10 t ol 0 111 lht.• biscuil lol1u,. I ensured i\CC'Ufac y by 1n,,kr11g sure 
1w 111,11..'ltuM! \\.l ... l"i n~tlng hori :t:o11t...1lly on the plau~ .mtl I en~tJl f"41 '\.tfely by 

,. ,,, ~ ,-.s !i1,fct1v si ... ~rs. 

~ I ,11n .1ppl yo 1~" hghl l'nglish O.:t k ll11lah 10 lh~ \.\ttt;tetn Red C:ed.ll . 
n 1lo thlt, I .. m udnft H brmh Lo t••ro·qnly dh,ulb\.11e lhe 9ilJ.'ur) 0\'l"!' the 1;u1f.u:.e 

I the 1-1l11t1k. II I ~ lmpotUull to ~ t~ lnmh m 0 \' 11)& .u 1( llu• 'tmn st''" 
,.., 10 r11y, ~for~ 1ht ,v11olt- plctnl '" t U\'\111.J, thr rlUfo:wol tlrylr1g rl11u°' 
·11t rn uh lri lioes ..Jlud ,sh.ttla Occutrlus; 1W\!t th(t s~Jtf\llU. 

e - -

\Ince llte holes had been cul out, I 111 hJcd PVA \\'O' >cl glue ir1h1 lht? hules 
,1lung wt1h the surf am of lhe side "( 1hu plank. It w.1s impo r1.1111 ln Mid a 
t~ .~mounl of glue, as lhc glue ,.._,\i11 Nh the !Jl~ulls lo fil the 1\011..-\ 
provldl.'<.L 

M1or 1hn 5\,1ln " ·' • lleo11 applied, I lhen • ppll<'<l a bees wax flni•h Q<'cr lh• 
Ull r,1r~. ~(if't .;ipp lying lhe W11)C, II k rt'lOl11111 t::nd you leave tho w:tx (or 15 
mlouh°' lwfore U\ing ;a noo h111 dnlh lu rf"nlO\e, and lm(( up 1he fiflh.h 
whlrh I ~"' 1•k 1rnrd do111g .1IJ(lo\·t•. 

After lhe glue, I added a biscuit to each of lhe holes, and m~de sure that 
there was sufficienl glue around the biscuit and the holes. 

nte 11~ gtlle ha~ sc1. I dam1>tmt.'t.J Iha~ .. uift'.Jcc \• .. 11h .1: "'"" i•k11h. I ~p1U·. tho 
u-. lr1 l~lug •UJ oll b,1'i(~1l lHlr. thi, t'O'K' nduoscopil lil>Uers Up. I hrn I u\l!<l un 
~ll'f"trn; -.int l111: wuh a \ 11W Hh 241) gl.1 i.l p,11:>er 10 11·mov1• lh4"'H' f'il;m"S, This nMkCl=t 
11~ •uif,,1;t, n( 11 111 pla.nk i.~1y \Jnoorh ltftrore ,;1,1l11l 11g. f .1i..n UJ.t.'tl th/ r; pfO{"csi. to 
r("nlUvr de1\b 11110 1l iir wood wllil h hatJ nccunt <l Uul! tu liJU)I l -t oo 1hk H 'i'Y ~(1 
\\OUd , 

/\bove I an t ~pn~.ltlinK lh(' C:u•lLlCC ;uJhesivtt m-.•r lhe b.u.:k or the veneer 
wh!rl1 I wi ll .1pply lo O" I"" .;de o( lhe MDI l>.111on which will b• glued 
own lhe low•"T tc"al pl.,nk o( Wl."'lli fl; m red rHIM 
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( Unit 4: Commercial Design 

l Figure 4.14 An example of a product requiring a range of skills and attention to detail 

• • 



To be successful you will: 

Assessment criteria E. Making: Complexity/level of demand 

Undertake -a compfex and challenging making 
task. (1 mark) 
Include.a wide ~nge of skills (1 mark) 
demonstrating precision and acaJrac;y in their (l~. 
(1 mar~ 

Undertake a reasonably, complex making task that 
offe~ sornf! challenge. (1 mark) 
Include a range of skills, (1 mark) demonstrating 
attention to detail in tlieir use. (1 mark) 

l.Jndertake a simple.and Undemanding making 
task. (1 mark) 
Include a limited rarge of sk~lls (1 mark) requiring 
little attention to detail In their use. (1 mark) 

~Testing and evaluating 
~ marks) 

1-~ 

Once you have completed the manufacture of your 

product, you should carry out tests to check its fitness

for-purpose with reference to commercial techniques 

where possible. 

Your finished product should be tested under realistic 

conditions, wherever possible, to decide on its success 

using the points of specification to check the product's 

performance and quality. You should describe in detail 

any tests carried out and justify them by stating what 

is being tested and why. Tests should be objective and 

many should be carried out by the client/user group. In 

addition, the involvement of other potential users would 

be a reliable way of gathering unbiased and reliable 

third-party feedback. 

Well-annotated photographic evidence is a good tool to 

use when describing testing. You should use the results 

Product design and make ) 

of your testing and views of the client/user group to 

help evaluate your final product. 

Your evaluation should relate to the measurable 

points of your product specification and should be as 

objective as possible. Use the information from your 

testing, evaluation and client/user group feedback 

to make suggestions for possible modifications and 

future improvements to the product. Suggestions 

for modifications should focus on improving the 

performance of the product or its quality, and not simply 

cosmetic changes. 

• ®· 
Many students often overlook the testing and 

evaluation of a final product as 'not that important'. 

However, it is extremely important in wrapping up your 

project and bringing it to a logical conclusion. In order 

to carry out effective testing and evaluation of your 

final product you need to consider the following: 

• Testing against your initial design specification 

to determine whether it satisfies the criteria. 

This will involve the justification of each 

specification point. 

• Gaining third-party feedback from your client and/ 

or user group using appropriate questionnaires or 

interview prompts. 

• Writing an objective evaluation that discusses both 

the positive and negative aspects of your project. 

• Suggesting modifications as a result of your 

evaluation. Remember that no design is ever 

perfect so there are bound to be aspects that 

need to be improved if you had more time. More 

importantly, there are bound to be technical 

problems that you did not have the time to address 

in detail that would need further development. 

•• 



( Unit 4: Commercial Design 

Finally; you should check the sustainability of your final 

product by carrying out a life-cycle assessment (LCA) 

to assess its impact on the environment. The most 

important life-cycle stages to consider when carrying out 

an LCA of your final product are below. 

• Raw materials - What impact does the extraction 

of the raw materials in your product have upon the 
environment? Could you use fewer materials? Could 

you use recyclable materials? 

• Manufacture - "Are the processes you have identified 

energy efficient? Can manufacturing and assembly 

processes be simplified? How can the amount of waste 

produced be minimised? 

• Distribution - How can transportation mileage be 

minimised? Can the design be simplified so as to 

reduce or lighten materials? 

• Use - Will your product last a long time and can 

it be repaired if something goes wrong? How can 

you promote its efficient use? Can you use its green 

credentials to positively market your product? 

• End-of-life - Can your product be recycled or reused? 

How can you reduce the amount of waste it produces 

from ending up as landfill? 

• 
®· 

Unit 3.4: Sustainability looks at these issues in 

greater detail. 

• • -

To be successful you will: 

Assessment criteria F. Testing and evaluating 

Carry out a range of tests that are justified in 
order to check the performance and/or quality of 
the final product. (1 mark) 
Objectively evaluate, includin_g third-party 
evaluation, cooslderlng most relevant, measurable 
specification points in detail. 
(1 mark) 
Suggest modifications that are justified from tests 
carried out; focus on Improving performance and/ 
or quality of the final product. (1 mark) 
Carry out relevant and useful LCA on the final 
product to check its sustainability. (1 mark) 

Carry out a range of tests to check the 
performance and/or quality of the final prodl!.lct. 
(1 mark) 
Use objective evaluation with reference to most 
specification points. (1 mark) 
Suggest relevant modifications that are Justified 
from tests thal were carried out. (1 mark) 

Carry .out one or more simple tests to check the 
performance and/or quality of the final product. 
(1 mark) 
Use subjective and superficial evaluation with 
reference to a few specification points. (1 mark) 
Suggest only simple cosmetic modifications. 
(1 mark) 

7-10 

1-3 
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After testing the final product, as well as evaluating against the original specification with the clien~ I have produi;1..~ l 1he following three modifications 10 the product which will improve the product 
further lor it's created environment. 

~ 

c 
0 ·-+-J ro u ·-'+-·-""O 
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N 
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0 ·-+-J ro u ·-'+-·-""O 
0 
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+-J ro u ·-'+-·-""O 
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CJ 
In response to the manufacturing and testing of the product, this modification would produce a stronger product and also 
would achieve the same look, but with less effort. 

[he modlfl~ JllUll is lo "'"solid -.luruinium '°' the IMgest section, h!Sleod or lh<! hollnw tuhe whldl I US.UL Although I 
tledrle1 I Jg.1in~ thl. i> the onginal 11ralcrio.J •cction oflhe proj.co. due to cost, the~"'"' CO<I ""uld hav~ bt>cin Jusrified, os it 
would h•Vl' rfl><luc .... t . better pn:1dut1. Tlic solfrl aluminium rod would hnve bccio turned dl.lwn on the l.1thc, lo lhlVC ~ 10 
mm thrt"..ad on 011e J1:lr1, Jnd IU mm fhrc.lded hole un lhe othcr1 lllb Wt\Y fhc two parts could have ~crewed ln10 lho Ollt! 
a1'11-.1her ;,,nd would hav(• u1d1w(!(l tlw uee<I for wulrllng 1hc .1lumir11uin ll l3,h •. .,. lo lht!' hu;ide r.if 1hc ~lurni ni1.1111 lube. 

The welding of plates onto the inside of the aluminium tube is very tricky process as the plates have to be exactly horizontal 
and central inside of the hollow tube. Thi• can be very time consuming. as there are so many components which have to be 
parallel and flat. 

lienl Cnnunent I oan •mtl1•1ltand why the designer wishes to make this modification . This would have ~llowccl for a much 
nM)fP e~sy comu-uctlon or tlH' ottoman, and therefore would have allowed lhe manurac1urer lo spend mme lime on finishing 
the product, thon productinn. 

In response lo the testing results and client's concern of the Western Red Cedar being d!ln1.1~d by corners of remote 
control and DVD boxes, within the storage ring. the following modification has been sugsosted to protect the cedar. 

I he rn0<1iriGJt ion I• tn 1>~u:e n layer of red Swede nt the botto111 uf the stor•s~ ring. and so llK:.refme over the tl!d.11, 
prott!etlng it. J'he colour nf Swede Is •tmngor and rleeper than UIC e<'<lur itself, but this crnu11lcmcni. the .:t>luurs- The Swede 
wnulrl be glurd tn the c"dnr using c;ontn<'I ,uJht"Slve, >nd the cut W\>uld be u11dernealh the Amcritiln IJlack Wn l11 u1 storage 
dn~. The oddillon of !;w~ would bi: a g<K>rl modiOcallon to lhi•. "''' w•lli!d 

At present the soft wood is easily dJrnaged. by the smaller living room objects. Unfortunately this means that mark• are left 
on the surface of the wood, and therefore ruining the look of the wood. 

Cllcnt Common! I like till' ltlea of pulling Swede inside storage ~rea of the lid. However, the present situation ol denting the 
WC)( 1d Is not really 01 problem. It jusl means that a certain Dmounl of care has to be taken when placing, and renmving 
object< from the ~l<>mg~ Rrea. 

In response tu rim l< .. ults from testing & the client's concern of the Western Red Cedar being da111.1ged by the tops of the 
aluminium after wnrnnt use, this following modification protects the cedar from the aluminiu111 torn . 

Th<> mod1licn1ion is to hove ct rcle or stained hord wood, •lounrl the artlll wllfd• lhe aluminium leg hits the western red 
edar. l he h•rd wo~<l. could be o•k, but it will be stnoned to a similJr colour of the surrounding cedar. This hard wood, will 

not be dnnraged as much as the cctl.u by the aluminlwn top tu lhe melal support<_ 

These • lrclo< uf hnrd \\'tt()fl, would be located using the CNC router, and thurcfore accurately placed on the bottom of the 
cedar pl•nk. This way, • r:ollection of bruises and bash marks will not slowly gnlher around the areas where !he cedar 
meets lhe nlun11n11.m1 le,wi:. 

liunt Comment 0Hce again I can undcr5t.111rl why this modification is needecl. 1 lmvrvor, like the 2nd modiftci1io11, If care 
I~ tnkerr when lowNlng the lid is being it>Wert!(I, then the wood will not be dMnagod.However, the idea of a cap on the 
bottom of the l!d wlll allow for less damage accumulating over time, keeping the pi~ of furniture to it's high standar<I of 
finish for longer. 

Modifications 
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1 "" • •• • • • • • • "• • •' '• •'' •' •'' • • • • • • • • •• '• • ' Client's feedback: 
' : During the manufacturing, there are some ; : This page had told me a lot about l : changes due to either difficulties in making : : what have been done during the 

l : or change of aesthetics of the product to : : manufacturing, and proved to me that this 
; : make It look better. In this page, I will : : product was made with much 
J : describe each of my changes In details, any : : considerations and thoughts. ! : explain why. : : 
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. ................... ..................... . 
: Commercial application: : 
: This Is a page that allows the client : 
: to have a closer look at some of the 
: changes that are made between the 
: designing period to the manufacturing . 

... ....................................... 

·r·· .. ···· ;··; ·w ·· .. ·..; ····..: .. ·~~ ................................................. = ! ....................................... ................................... ........... . 
1 

• , ry '"-* -r - ~ 1 • · - r. ' 
- ·. : " ·~·I jf j"' ~ • " \l) . \ t . 'j • •• ;:; at; 

1 ~ l~1~·1 f J~,} ~~l~'l, \\',,~\~,~~ ~·,~; I Inth.isspecificcaseeitherglassor __ - ~·1 
I l/11/ I ·' !'t t . ,. \Ji t ~ 1 J acrylic could be used. Glass would be 

! ~ """ -~ .. __ ,; _',' r'J · ~ the ideal choice and it is possible to The use of veneers makes excellent use 

_;::~~ . -~ ' it· use recycled glass, even though for of the limited resources available, and it I i , ~,;;_1 - . . . ~ this application it would still need to substantially reduces the cost of the overall 

• :\,\ . ~ .;;;;;/ j • ~ be toughened, and the edges polished. product since using a veneer on top of a 

I! · - • , : manufactured board is significantly cheaper . . - . 
• • • "· •• • • • ... • • • • • • .. " · • • ·" • .. • • • • • • • ... • • ... • • • .. • .. • • ·" • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • ·' . ... • • ·' • " " • • •" .. .. "· • • • " .. • than using a solid board. It also means that we 

1 : ................ .... . ... .. . . : ....... . ..... ~ .................... . ..................... : I """"""""""""'""''' d the se f the Ii ited natural timber I ; Between the back of the lid and the : By using acrylic, which gives the same : : Although the 30 cad and the re uce . u 0 m 
I : back of the main body of the table, I made a ; optical properties as glass do, lower the : : component of the gas lid stay looks supplies since we are using them much more 
' : change at the lid. From, the lid opens from : manufacturing cost by some degree. This is : : but there was a change. From the de efficiently and economically. 
I ; midway of the back of body, to , the lid : one of the reason, another reason ls that • : and development, I was going to use fo re j : opening at the top of the back of body. The ; even though acrylic Is not as tough as glass, ; : as ones used on cars between the boo 
$ ; reason for this change Is because of when the : but It Is also much more elastic than glass . It : : And during manufacturing and I was looking for 
1 : lid had an extra back and connected to : would not shatter under sudden shock of • : this part as a standard corn oneiit , I found out 1 : midway of the body, I would need to take the : force. Even If it were to br r storage lids. 
: ; whole of the weight of the !Id on the Joint ! into 2 pieces and would I I found it very difficult to source the gas · weight, which 
I , between the lid 's back and the lid's top. And • remains on the floor. table, because 
: : that joint would not be strong enough to take : cylinders that I needed for the lid stays but trut that Is 
! : all that weight, and would break under gravity. : I eventually realised that I could reuse some 
; : After the change, the joint is much stronger, • 
; : and would take more weight when the lid both : • I got from a car at the scrap dealers. They 
! ! opened and closed. ! ; were used for the boot lid to keep it open and 

, . ---·- .... ___ .• ___ .... -· ..... - .. -• table . 
; ; So I quickly decided to use the same material 
: : as I have used, oak, with green stain to make 
: : it the colour and shade I wanted. But turning 
: : out that the oak were out of stock, so I 
: ; decided to use ash Instead, which I think 
~ ; gave a very nice shade of colour. .. 
: : .. .. . . . . . 

: ... · ""' " "' " " • • "· • ·"'' · " " • · " · " "" • •• '" ·" • • • •• • • • • • • ·" '·" to allow it to close without slamming. The fact 
.... , .. .. .. ........ ................................ .... .. . 

l { ..... ,....... ··· · --~--- ·· ............ ...... .. .. ., .......... • that I was able to reuse them meant that they 

! ...................... , • ! ..................... ..................... ,.... would not ultimately end up going into land fill . 
•. .., •••••••• *,. •••• . ,. ......... - . - .......... -.,, ••••• ,,. •• ,_,,_. 
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abrading 59 

acrylic 29 

Index 

acrylontrile butadiene styrene plastic (ABS) 5, 29 

adhesives 56-8, 75 

advanced manufacturing technology 95 

advantages (defined) viii 

aesthetic properties viii 

alloys 25, 27-8, 34-5 

aluminium 26-7, 60-1 

annealing 27, 60-1 

annotation of designs 10-13 

anthropometrics 134 

applications 

alloys 27-8 

artificial intelligence 107 

composite materials 30-2 

defined viii 

ferrous metals 26 

gears 39 

modern materials 33-4 

non-ferrous metals 26-7 

thermoplastics 29 

thermosetting plastics 29 

woods 30 

arc welding 54 

Art Deco 123-5, 131 

Art Nouveau 119-21, 131 

artificial intelligence 105-8 

Arts and Crafts movement 116-19, 131 

assessment 

communication of designs 14 

design and development 14 

making 22 

manufacturing processes 8 

materials and components 6 

performance analysis 5 

production plans 17 

• 
• 

project 159--60, 163, 164, 168, 169, 173, 174, 176, 

178, 181, 182 

quality 8 

testing 23 

Unit 1 2 

Unit 2 24 

Unit 3 80 

Unit 4 159--60 

authentication of work 23 

automation 85, 103, 104-8, 112 

ball bearings 40 

bar codes 87 

batch production 41-2 

Bauhaus 122-3, 131 

bearings 39-40 

biodegradable polymers 90-1 

biofuels 148 

biomass 148 

Biopol® 91-2 

biotechnology 89-94 

block modelling 64 

blockwood 32-3 

blow moulding 49-50 

bolts 35--7, 53 

brass 28 

brazing 54-5, 56 

Breuer, Marcel 123 

briefs, design 10, 19, 164-5 
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brittleness 25 

built-in obsolescence of products 112 

bushes 39 

cams and followers 40 

carbon fibre 31 

carbon footprints 152 

carbon steel 26 

cars and ergonomics 137 

cast iron 26 

casting 43-5 

CE marking 69 

cellular manufacture 102-3 

ceramic bearings 39 

ceramic materials 33 

cha racteristics (defined) v111 

chemical joints 56 

children as consumers 111 

chipboard 32 

chucks 46--7 

clamps 57 

closed-loop control systems 109 

CocacCola can 140-1 

command words 77-9, 156--7 

communication 14, 81-4, 97, 174 

components 3-6, 35-40, 113 

composite materials 30-3 

computer-aided design (CAD) 14, 63-4 

computer-aided inspection 67 

computer-aided manufacture (CAM) 19, 20, 65 

computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) systems 

41,98-105 

computers 72-3, 95, 97, 103, 113 

see also information and communications 

technologies (ICT) 

concept (defined) viii 

concurrent manufacturing 96--8 

consumer society 111 

contact adhesives 57, 58 

continuous improvement 101 

continuous production 42 

control of production 86--7 

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) 

74-5 

conversion of wood 62 

coordinate measuring 67, 86, 103 

copper 27, 61 

countersunk head rivets 53 

coursework project. see project 

cutting 58-9 

data matrices 87 

Datschefski, Edwin 139 

debate (defined) viii 

design, product. see history of design; product 

design 

design requirements 19 

Detoxing Childhood (Palmer) 111 

development of products 10-14 

die casting 44-5 

dies 37 

disadvantages (defined) viii 

distribution 87-9, 141 

drawing techniques 14-15 

drilling 46 

ductility (defined) 25 

duralumin 28 

e-mail 81 

electroluminescent lighting 34 

electronic components 9 

electronic data exchange (EDI) 81-2 

electronic point of sale 87-9 

emery cloth 60 

employment 1 OS, 112 

energy 145-9, 151 

enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems 100-1 

environment 5, 7, 90-1 

see also sustainability 

epoxy resins 29, 57, 58 

ergonomics 134-7 

exams 

command words 77-9, 156--7 

marks in 77 

practice questions 79, 158 

preparation for vi-vii 

reading questions vii 

techniques during vii 
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expert systems 107 

eye strain 73 

ferrous metals 25, 26 

filing 59 

flat pack furniture 68 

flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) 41, 86, 98 

flow charts 108-9, 175 

flux 55 

followers 40 

form 3, 132-3 

formers 52 

forming of materials 43-51 

fossil fuels 141-2, 149 

fuel alternatives 141-2 

function 3, 4 

function, form and 132-3 

functional properties viii 

galvanisation 26 

Gantt charts 17 

gears 38-9 

genetic engineering of wood 89-90 

glass 31, 33, 35, 114 

glasspaper 60 

global marketplace 115-16 

glossary of terms vii-viii 

glues and gluing 56-8 

Gray, Eileen 124-5 

grinding 59-60 

Gropius, Walter 122 

guided vehicles 104-5 

hard soldering 55, 56 

hardening 61 

hardness 25 

hardwoods 30 

health and safety 

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 

(COSHH) 74-5 

Health and Safety at Work Act (1974) 70 

MDF 32 

personal and protective equipment 32 

project 176 

resin and glass matting 31 

risk assessments 21, 72, 73, 7 4, 75 

signage 71 

warning symbols 72 

workshop practices 7 4 

high density polyethylene (HDPE) 29 

high-volume production 42 

history of design 

Art Deco 123-5, 131 

Art Nouveau 119-21, 131 

Arts and Crafts movement 116-19, 131 

Bauhaus 122-3, 131 

Modernism 122, 131 

post-modernism 128-30, 131 

Streamline Moderne 126-8, 131 

hot melt glue 57, 58 

House of Quality matrix 97-B 

hydroelectric power 148 

ICT skills 14 

impact (defined) viii 

information and communications technologies ocn 
automated stock control 85 

e-mail 81 

electronic data exchange (EDI) 81-2 

electronic point of sale 87-9 

Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) 82 

Internet 83, 89 

just in time manufacturing 85 

local area networks (LANs) 82-3 

market analysis 84 

for marketing and sales 89 

production scheduling and logistics 86 

specification development 84-5 

videoconferencing 84 

see a/so computers 

injection-moulded casings 9 

injection moulding 6, 49 

Innocent™ eco-bottle 92 

inspection 66-7, 87 

Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) 82 

Internet 83, 89 

investigation, product. see product investigation 

• 



• 

Jencks, Charles 128 

jigs 52 

joining techniques 53-8 

journal bearings 40 

just in time manufacturing 85, 101 

Kaizen systems 101 

Kanban systems 101 

Kandinsky, Wassily 123 

kettles (form v function) 132-3 

kiln seasoning of wood 62 

Kitemark® 69 

knurling 48 

Kyoto Protocol 150--1 

lamination 32, 94 

lathes 46--8 

Le Corbusier 122, 124-5 

lean manufacturing 101 

I ife-cycle assessment 138 

lighting, electroluminescent 34 

liquid crystal displays (LCD) 34 

local area networks (LANs) 82-3 

Loewy, Raymond 126--8 

logistics of production 86 

low density polyethylene (LDPE) 29 

machine screws 37 

Mackintosh, Charles Rennie 120--1 

maintenance of products 143 

making 19-22 

malleability (defined) 25 

manufacturing 

cells 102-3 

computers' impact on 95, 113 

electronic point of sale 87-9 

employment in 105 

environmental impact of 140--1 

flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) 86 

heat treatment 60-2 

joining techniques 53-8 

mzrketing of goods and services 89 

material processing and forming 43-51 

offshore 115-16 

production control 86--7 

production scheduling and logistics 86 

removal of material 58---60 

robotics and artificial intelligence 105-8 

sales of goods and services 89 

scale of production 41-2 

systems 95---8 

techniques for mass production 52 

see a/so product manufacture 

market analysis 84 

marketing of goods and services 89 

marks. see assessment 

mass consumerism 111 

mass production 42, 52, 110--11, 112 

materials 

advantages and disadvantages 5---6 

assessment 6 

automated handling systems 103 

composite 30--3 

conversion of wood 62 

environmental impact 139---40 

faults in wood 63 

heat treatment of 60--2 

joining techniques 53-8 

metals 25-8 

modern 33---4 

processing and forming of 43-51 

properties of 25-34 

recyclable 91 

removal of 58---60 

seasoning of wood 62 

smart 34-5, 114 

woods 30 

materials requirements 3, 4 

measurement of design requirements 19 

mechanical properties viii 

medium density fibreboard (MDF) 31-2 

Memphis Group 129 

Metal Inert Gas (MIG) welding 54 

metals 

alloys 27-8 

brass 28 

~·-



cast iron 26 

casting 43-5 

copper 27, 61 

drilling 46 

ferrous 25, 26 

heat treatment 60-2 

milling 45 

non-ferrous 25, 26-7 

recycling 91, 139 

saws for 58 

steel 26-8 

turning 46-7 

zinc 27 

metalworking centre lathe 47-8 

mild steel 26 

milling and routing 45 

miniaturisation of products and components 113 

mobile phones 113, 143 

modelling of designs 12, 64 

modern materials 33--4 

Modernism 122, 131 

Morris, William 117-19 

moulds 52 

natural seasoning of wood 62 

nitinol 35 

non-ferrous metals 25, 26-7 

Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation (NFFO) 151 

non-renewable energy 146-9 

normalising 61 

nuclear power 149 

nuts 35-7, 53 

nylon 39 

obsolescence of products, built-in 112 

offshore manufacturing 115-16 

one-off production 41, 42 

open-loop control systems 108 

oxidation 26 

oxyacetylene welding 54 

packaging, minimisation of 143--6 

paint, photochromic 35 

Palmer, Sue 111 

parting off 48 

patterns 52 

pencils 146 

perfection tools 101 

performance analysis 3-5 

performance requirements 3, 4 

personal and protective equipment 32 

photochromic glass 33 

photochromic paint 35 

photographs of work 20, 21-2 

photovoltaic cells 33 

plain bearings 39 

planning 17-18, 175--6 

plasticity 25 

plastics 5, 28-9, 31, 49-50, 51, 93--4 

plywood 32 

polyester resin 29 

polyethylene terephthalate (PED 29 

polymers. see plastics 

polypropylene 29 

polystyrene 29 

polystyrene cement 56 

polyvinyl acetate (PVA) 56-7, 58 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 29 

pop rivets 54 

portfolio 2, 23 

post-modernism 128-9, 131 

practice questions 79 

preparation (defined) viii 

preparation for exams vi-vii 

principles (defined) v111 

print industry 113 

processes 6-8, viii 

processing of materials 43-51 

product data management (PDM) systems 99-100 

product design 1, 2, 10-14 

communication of designs 14--15 

computer-aided design (CAD) 63--4 

design and development 10-14 

project (see project) 

for recycling 139 

sustainable 139 

•• 



• 

product investigation 1, 2 

manufacturing processes 6-8 

materials and components 5-6 

performance analysis 3-5 

quality 8---9 

selection of products 3 

product manufacture 1, 2 

making 19-22 

production plans 17-18 

testing 23 

product specification for project 164--5 

production control 86-7 

production (defined) viii 

production plans 17-18, 175-6 

production scheduling and logistics 86 

products 

miniaturisation of 113 

reuse of 145 

use and maintenance of 143 

proj ect 

assessment of 159-60, 163, 164, 168, 169, 173, 

114, 11~ 11a 181, 182 

communication during 174 

complexity 178 

design 166-7 

design folder 160 

development 169, 171-3 

introduction to 159 

making 176-81 

need identification 161 

planning 175-6 

product specification 164-5 

quality 178 

research and analysis 162-3 

review 168---9, 170 

testing and evaluating 181-3 

tools and equipment 17 6-7 

weighting 160 

properties of materials 25 

alloys 27-8 

composite materials 30-2 

ferrous metals 26 

modern materials 33-4 

non-ferrous metals 26-7 

thermoplastics 28-9 

thermosetting plastics 29 

woods 30 

prototyping 64 

pull tools 101 

quality 

assurance (QA) 8, 9, 66 

control (QC) 8, 9, 17, 66-7, 68, 103 

coordinate measuring 86 

House of Quality matrix 97-8 

inspection 87 

project 178 

quality function deployment (QFD) 97-8 

standards for 68-9 

testing 67, 87 

total quality management (TOM) 68 

quantum tunnelling composites (OTC) 35 

questions in exams vii 

quick response manufacturing (ORM) 86, 95-6 

rapid prototyping 64 

raw materials and the environment 139-40 

reactive glass 35 

recovery of energy 145 

recycling 91, 139, 145 

Remarkable Pencils Ltd. 146 

removal of material 58-60 

renewable energy 146-9, 151 

Renewables Obligation 151 

repair v replacement of goods 143 

repetitive strain injury (RSI) 72-3 

responsibilities (defined) v111 

retrieva I systems 104 

reuse of products 145 

revision vi 

risk assessments 21, 72, 73, 74, 75 

rivets 38, 53-4 

robotics 105-8 

Rohe, Ludwig Mies van der 122 

rotational moulding 51 

routing 45 



Ruskin,John 117 

rust 26 

sales of goods and services 89 

sand casting 43-4, 45 

sanding 60 

saws 58 

scale of production 3,4, 17,41-2 

screws 37-8 

seasoning of wood 62 

shape memory alloys 34-5, 114 

shearing 59 

signage 71 

silver soldering 55, 56 

sintering 33, 39 

smart materials 34-5, 114 

snap riveting 53 

society, impact of technology on 110-16 

softwoods 30 

solar panels 33 

solar power 148 

soldering, hard 55, 56 

Sottsass, Ettore 129 

sources (defined) viii 

spacers and washers 37 

specifications 3-5, 84-5, 164-5 

spelter 54-5 

stainless steel 27-8 

standards, quality 8, 68-9 

Starck, Philippe 130, 132, 133 

steel 26 

stock control 85 

storage and retrieval systems 104 

Streamline Moderne 126--8, 131 

structural composition viii 

sustainability 

cleaner design and technology 139-43 

life-cycle assessment 138 

and manufacturing processes 7 

minimisation of waste 143-6 

and product materials 5 

responsibilities of developed countries 149-53 

see a/so environment 

systems and control 

computer-integrated manufacture 98-105 

flow charts 108-9 

manufacturing systems 95-8 

robotics and artificial intelligence 105-8 

taps and tapping 36 

technical drawings 14-15 

technical specification 3-5 

techniques 52, 53-8 

technology, impact on society 110-16 

teenagers 111 

tempering 61-2 

tensol cement 56 

terminology vii-viii 

testing 23, 87 

thermo-ceramics 33 

thermochromic pigments 114 

thermoplastics 28-9, 49-51 

thermosetting plastics 29 

thread 35-7, 48 

timber. see wood 

time charts 17 

tinted glass 33 

Total Beauty of Sustainable Products (Datschefski) 

139 

total quality management (TOM) 68 

transportation of goods 87-9, 141 

trees. see wood 

turning 46 

urea formaldehyde 29 

use and maintenance of products 143 

user requirements 3, 4 

vacuum forming 50, 51 

videoconferencing 84 

warning symbols 72 

washers 37, 53 

Wassily chair 123 

waste, minimisation of 143-6 

water power 148 



welding 54-6 

windpower 148,151 

wood 30 

clamps 57 

conversion of 62 

drilling 46 

faults in 63 

genetic engineering of 89-90 

glue 56-7 

preparation of 48 

routing 45 

saws for 58-9 

seasoning of 62 

sustainable production 152-3 

turning 46-7, 48 

wood screws 38 

work hardening 60 

work orders 17, 175 

written communication 14 

Xbox 360 games controller 9 

youth culture 111 

zinc 27 


